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 C. ‘Nantyderry Sunshine’ C. ‘Mei-kyo’ 

As I write it is the first week of November and although the garden has been lashed 
by high winds and driving rain, there is still a remarkable amount of colour.  The 
Asteraceae come into their own at this time of the year and hardy chrysanthemums 
have put on a tremendous show. It is interesting to reflect on their propensity to 
‘sport’.  ‘Nantyderry Sunshine’ is now in its canary yellow glory, whilst elsewhere in 
the garden ‘Mei-kyo’ is covered in clear pink button flowers.  Whilst the flowers are 
similar in form, it is hard to imagine that the yellow flowered plant is a sport from 
the pink one.  They could hardly be more different, yet somewhere along the line a 
plant of ‘Mei-kyo’ has produced a stem with yellow flowers and an avid propagator 
has found cutting material from that stem and managed to ‘fix’ the new colour.  
This form of mutation occurs in many plants, but is a useful quality that 
chrysanthemums in particular possess. 

In Jane Borodale’s book about Lytes Cary, The 
Knot, Henry Lyte is with Dr Turner in the Bishop’s 
Palace in Wells and is invited to observe 
something unusual in a corner of the garden. It is 
Herb Robert (Geranium robertianum) but to his 
amazement the flowers are white rather than the 
usual purple/red. “I cannot believe such a 
deviation is possible without intervention.  What 
does this mean for scientific study, for our 
understanding of the way that nature takes its 
forms?”  “It means,” says Turner, “that the Holy 
Spirit takes many guises and does not eschew a 

humble weed to show that the power to change things takes many forms”.  450 
years later botanists wouldn’t put it quite like that, but I’m not sure that we have a 

Chairman’s Letter 
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much better idea of how or why such mutations occur.  Was the good doctor so far 
from the mark? 

Sometimes flower colour will age naturally, and this too occurs in many plant 
species other than chrysanthemums. Even though there appear to be two quite 
separate parts of the plant in the picture, I am still unsure whether sporting has 
occurred or whether the colours are simply changing with age, but at a different 
rate.  A couple of weeks ago I was convinced that a pink form had emerged in an 
otherwise wishy-washy coloured plant that, despite its vigour, I may well throw out.  
This decision may be clinched by its tendency to attract a rust disease which has 
not affected my other hardy varieties. Since rust diseases seem to be prevalent 
here, affecting leeks, garlic, shallots, some weeds and grasses, such as chickweed 
and soft-leaved tussock grasses as well as some varieties of the late-flowering 
chrysanthemums that I grow in pots, it is as well to avoid plants that will worsen the 
problem, especially if they don’t really earn their place in the garden. 

A plant that really does earn its place is 
Gladiolus cardinalis.  I have written about 
this before and placed some notes about 
growing it on our website.  If you follow 
the suggestion in those notes, now is the 
time to be carefully lifting the clumps of 
bulbs and potting them for winter 
protection.  The picture shows why this is 
advisable.  This year’s growth has not 
quite died down, but note the new 
growths that will be carrying next year’s flowers.  This plant comes from S. Africa 
and is imprinted with its southern hemisphere seasonal rhythm, so it starts into 
new growth in October. Any freezing conditions during our winter will kill off these 
new growths and with them the best of next year’s flowering.  So it really is worth 
the trouble of protecting them from the worst frosts – and they don’t seem to mind 
being dug up at this stage. 

I have been surprised to find a few lily beetles still active in the last couple of weeks, 
even though the lilies are over and what remains of the foliage is completely 
shrivelled.  You just have to stay vigilant! 

Our programme of 2013 visits is now over and I have referred to this in my report to 
the AGM, but I hope you will all have found the programme an attractive one.  This 
year’s programme is set out on pages 10-13.  It is also on your membership card 
and will appear on the Nursery List.  We have another varied programme arranged 
which I hope you will support and enjoy. 

Roy Stickland 
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Subscriptions for 2014 

 

 

 

Members can contribute to the plant sale in two ways: (a) take a table in your own 
right, or (b) grow plants to donate to the Group table.  If you want your own table, 
please contact me (details on back cover).  The charge will be £5, payable on the 
day.  This will be waived if you commit to donate all your takings to charity.  There 
are only 16 tables available, and it’s first come, first served.  If you have plants to 
donate to the Group table, just bring them along on the day. 

We will also need plants for our Group table at the East Lambrook plant fair on 
29 March so please bear this in mind when you plan your propagating! 

Roy Stickland 

 

 

 

A reminder that subscriptions for 2014 fall due this month.  The rates are £8 for joint 
and £5 for single membership.  Thank you to those who paid at the AGM and to 
those who pay by standing order.  For those who prefer to pay by cheque, the usual 
payment slip is included with this Newsletter.  I shall be at the 18 January lecture if 
you would like to save the cost of an envelope and stamp. 

Alternatively, for those of you who are adept at internet banking, you can set up a 
standing order or do a BACS transfer direct to our bank account: 

Bank Branch: NatWest, Bridgwater 

Sort Code: 60-03-27 

Account name: Hardy Plant Society (Somerset Group) 

Account number: 46429956 

Please remember to quote your membership number 

(which you’ll find on the envelope or your membership card). 

Under the terms of the Data Protection Act 1998 it is necessary that I advise you 
that, for the purposes of record only, details relating to your membership are stored 
electronically.  If you object to your details being so recorded, please notify me 
without delay. 

Stuart Senior 

Group Plant Sale, 26 April 
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 ‘....this idyllic, quintessentially English garden is filled with 
horticultural delights, wit and style…’ BBC Gardens Illustrated 
(January 2010). 

Bryan’s Ground, so-called after the Herefordshire field in which the 1913 Arts and 
Crafts house was built for two wealthy sisters, is truly a garden to lift the spirits.  

David Wheeler and Simon Dorrell (editors of the garden journal Hortus) bought the 
house with three acres of formal gardens in 1993. With evident passion for the 
Edwardian Arts & Craft style, Simon has used his skilful artist’s eye to create the 
formal layout harmonised by David’s plantsmanship and clever use of form and 
colour in the delightfully informal planting. Together they have created an 
imaginative, slightly wild garden within a formal framework of yew and box hedges 
and topiary.  

 

The formal part of the garden is divided into a series of ‘rooms’ interspersed with 
curiously named, thought provoking follies such as ‘The Sulking House’ or 

Visit to Bryan’s Ground 
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‘Lighthouse’. A five acre arboretum, Cricket’ Wood’, is largely informal but is given 
structure by tree avenues and vistas.  

While Simon explained the 
history of the house his 
audience’s attention was 
slightly distracted by his 
latest water feature, a 45 
metre long brick edged 
serpentine canal which 
meandered through heritage 
apple trees underplanted 
with squares of soft, pale 
blue Iris siberica ‘Papillon’ 
which sadly had just finished 
flowering. The wavy 
waterway, created to 

prevent David parking his car in front of the house, was overheard to generate 
much discussion, not all entirely favourable. However there was a promise of 
delights to come and we were not disappointed. 

The house, with its rich ochre walls 
and blue-grey woodwork had an 
almost Mediterranean feel on the 
sunny day we visited. These 
colours are reflected in the 
adjacent Dutch-style ‘Dovecote’, a 
half-timbered tower folly. The 
terrace, alongside the house 
charmingly overgrown with roses 
and climbers above an 
herbaceous border, overlooks a 
sunken garden with the original 
1913 circular lily pool. The whole 
area is united by an airy vista of 
self-sown fennel floating among 
tall Irish yews and box domes 
interspersed with yellow daylilies.  

To the west of the house the 
former kitchen garden has been 
divided into a series of 
interconnecting ‘rooms’ bounded 
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by new hedges. The Rose Cabinet, Skating Pool, Little Orchard, and potager –  all 
overlooked by ‘The Lighthouse’ folly that stands to one end of another topiary 
court.  

The Dutch Garden contains a tranquil canal pool of still 
water with a striking statue of a Great Dane at its head. 
This shady place with only elegant fastigiate Pyrus 
calleryana ‘Chanticleer’ trees set in grass is especially 
restful. 

The entire garden compels you to move onwards towards 
another view, another surprise. There is a clever play of 
light and dark; moving from areas of deep shade such as 
the brooding red and purple planting which leads to the 
gothic folly ‘The Sulking House’.  

But this is not a garden entirely dedicated to horticulture, 
quirky humour abounds:-in a small grass paddock a rusty brass bedstead with a 
grass valance, its springs used elsewhere as a trellis, and a car dashboard with a 
grassy chassis. Small collections of bits and pieces ranging from old tools, through 
rusty metal objects, to a bizarre group of five stone grotesques perched on top of 
the kitchen garden wall. 

Perhaps an interesting juxtaposition of 
man’s wastefulness in comparison with 
the natural world. 

A fully restored nine metre Edwardian 
greenhouse, filled with terracotta pots of 
flowering pelargoniums, has a Persian 
tiled water feature at its centrepiece. 
Metal watering cans ordered by size are 
strung from the roof. 

At the turn of the century in 2000 a five 
acre arboretum was planted with autumn 
colour in mind. It was named ‘Cricket Wood’ after locals said it used to be mown for 
the village cricket match. It contains some 600 trees including several specimen 
plantings.  

The main walk into the arboretum from the formal garden is along a mown path, 
prettily bordered by foaming cow parsley and golden buttercups. There are still a 
few surprises, old bicycles seemingly pedal through space hang from tree branches.  

Even here, a formal structure of tree and shrub avenues has been introduced to 
give an elegant Arts & Crafts order to the more random elements of the planting 
and the landscape, which includes a small lake and the meandering River Lugg 
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(which marks the border with Wales). And for the arboretum’s showpiece, a formal 
square planting of wild cherry trees, Prunus avium, called the Mezquita from which 
a grass path leads to The Cricket Pavilion in the far distance.  

 

Bryan’s Ground is an eclectic mix of follies, fancies, formality and wildness but 
above all it is a memorably entertaining garden to visit. 

Liz Buckingham 

Wednesday 10 July 2013 
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Please refer to this and future Newsletters or the website http://hps-
somerset.btck.co.uk/ for further details and booking slips.  Location maps or 
directions will be supplied following booking a place on an event. 

All meetings at West Monkton Village Hall are free to members (except Saturday 
26th April), but there is a modest levy of £2.00 for each visitor/guest.  The Group will 
have a plant stall and a book stall at most of the lecture meetings listed. 

All coach trips and garden visits must be pre-booked with Janet Murley: 

Tel: 01884 820840 or email:  janet.murley@btinternet.com. 

 

 SAT 18 JANUARY LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10.30am for 11.00am.   

Timothy Walker - “Boggery in the Garden” 

Timothy is Director of Oxford Botanic Garden and a member of the Scientific Advisory Committee at 
RHS.  He has lectured widely and is a member of the conservation biologist group drawing up the 
European contribution to the Global Strategy for Plant Conservation. Author of “Plant Conservation: Why 
It Matters and How It Works”.  Presenter of Blooming Botany on BBC 4 last year.   A very humorous and 
enthusiastic speaker. 

 

SAT 15 FEBRUARY LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10.30am for 11.00am. 

Clive Groves – “The Secret World of Violets” 

Clive holds the National Collection of Viola odorata and Parma violets. His father, Charles Groves, started 
the collection in 1946 with Viola odorata ‘Princess of Wales’ and Clive has carried on breeding, sourcing 
and naming new varieties as well as some old and almost extinct varieties. The collection is housed at 
the nursery in Bridport, Dorset. 

 

SAT 15 MARCH LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10.30am for 11.00am. 

Ro FitzGerald – “Love it or loath it – garden styles and plant fashions” 

Ro is a well-known member of our Somerset Group.  Until 2009 she ran Beggars Roost Plants.  She is the 
author of “A Gardener's Guide to Native Plants of Britain and Ireland” and  now does garden consultancy. 

 

2014 Programme 
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SAT 29 MARCH HPS SOMERSET EARLY SPRING PLANT FAIR 

At East Lambrook Manor Gardens, 10:00am – 4:00pm.  (Admission £3.50) 

The following nurseries will be attending: Avon Bulbs, Blooming Hill Plants, Desert to Jungle, Elworthy 
Cottage Plants, Ian & Teresa Moss, In Clover, Kevin Hughes Plants, Long Acre Plants, Millwood Plants, 
Moor Plants, Phoenix Plants, Picket Lane Nursery, Roseland House Nursery and Shady Plants.   

 

WED 2 APRIL COACH TRIP 

Trebah Garden & Glendurgan Gardens 

Cornwall 

 

Trebah is a 26-acre sub-tropical garden situated above the Helford River.  It was laid out in the first half 
of the nineteenth century as a pleasure garden by Charles Fox, a Quaker polymath of enormous creative 
energy who paid meticulous attention to the exact positioning of every tree. (At the beginning of the 
century, his brother, Albert Fox, had laid out Glendurgan Gardens which we visit in the afternoon.)  From 
1939 to 1981 the garden fell into decline, and the substantial Trebah Estate was sold off in small 
packages, of which the house and garden was one.  During World War II, Trebah was used for military 
purposes and the assault on Omaha Beach in Normandy was launched from Polgwidden beach, at the 
foot of Trebah Garden. 

In 1981 Tony and Eira Hibbert bought Trebah as their retirement home and began the restoration of the 
garden which was opened to the public in 1987.  The Hibbert family then gave the house, garden and 
cottages to the Trebah Garden Trust to ensure that the garden could be preserved for future 
generations. 

Trebah Garden comes alive in the early spring with a 
colourful array of 100-year-old rhododendrons, magnolias 
and camellias.   

Glendurgan Garden is a National Trust garden situated 
above the hamlet of Durgan on the Helford River in 
Mawnan Smith, near Falmouth and is set in three 
sheltered valleys.  The garden is notable for a cherry laurel 
maze, created in 1833. 
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SAT 12 APRIL LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10.30am for 11.00am.   

Andrew Ward - “Plants that Excite” 

Andrew is a nurseryman specialising in choice and unusual herbaceous perennials. His nursery is based 
around a one acre garden with over 2500 different and many unusual plants.  He lectures widely around 
the country and will bring plants for sale. www.norwellnurseries.co.uk 

 

SAT 26 APRIL  GROUP PLANT SALE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield 10.00am to 12.30pm. 

(Admission £1) 

 

TUE 6 MAY COACH TRIP 

Brian Dockerill’s Garden (ex National HPS Chairman) & 

Edith Morgan’s Garden (HPS South Wales Chairman)  

Pontypridd & Swansea 

Brian and Sue Dockerill’s garden is about three-quarters of an acre in size and they have been 
developing it since the 1980’s.  Much of the garden in summer is very shaded under large trees with 
almost no parts in full sun.  However, in early May the trees will just be leafing and this will not be so 
apparent.  The garden contains a very wide range of plants with some 3,000 varieties.  Given the shady 
conditions the Dockerill’s greatest enthusiasm is for woodland plants in general and ferns in particular. 

Edith Morgan’s garden is full of interest: unusual trees, shrubs and perennials vie for attention with the 
panoramic view.  The garden is wildlife and weed friendly with no bedding!  Edith will have rare and 
unusual plants for sale 

 

SUN 10 AUGUST PLANT SWAP & LUNCH 

At Long Sutton, Langport 
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SAT 20  SEPTEMBER 50/50 PLANT SALE & LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield 

Plant sale commences at 10:00am, Lecture at 11.00am.  

Roger Turner – “Michaelmas daisies and other late flowering 

perennials” 

Roger is a garden designer and writer of gardening-related non-fiction books. He trained as an architect 
and now works as a landscape designer.  He is a knowledgeable plantsman, and is active in the HPS.  He 
has written a book on Euphorbias and contributes to a number of journals and magazines including 
Hortus and The English Garden. 

 

WED 1 OCTOBER COACH TRIP 

The Picton Garden & Hanbury Hall 

Herefordshire & Worcestershire 

The Picton Garden is a plantsman’s garden sited at the base of the Malvern Hills.  It contains many 
unusual shrubs and trees and holds a National Collection of Michaelmas Daises which the extensive 
nursery on site has been growing since 1906.  At the beginning of October the garden will be a tapestry 
of colour with the asters and autumn colouring shrubs.  

Hanbury Hall is a William and Mary-style House which was built in 1701 by Thomas Vernon, a lawyer 
and MP for Worcester. Surrounding the house are 20 acres of recreated early 18th century gardens and 
400 acres of park.  Features include the intricately laid out parterre, fruit garden, grove, orangery  and  
bowling green. 

 

SAT 18 OCTOBER LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield, 10.30am for 11.00am.  

Duncan Coombs – “Climbers & Wall Shrubs” 

For the last 23 years Duncan has been a lecturer in Decorative Horticulture at Pershore College.  See his 
horticultural blog at www.warwickshire.ac.uk/blogs/duncans_horticulture_blog.aspx. He will bring 
plants to sell. 

 

SAT 15 NOVEMBER AGM & LECTURE 

At West Monkton Village Hall, Monkton Heathfield 10.00am for 10.30am AGM and 
11.15am lecture.  

Bob Brown – “So Many Plants, So Little Space” 

Bob is an outspoken and sometimes controversial plantsman with a well known nursery, Cotswold 
Garden Flowers, near Evesham where he has a great collection of unusual and interesting plants.  He has 
been awarded the Veitch Memorial Medal.  He will bring plants for sale. 
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All events must be pre-booked 

If you would like to book places on any of these events, complete and return the 
entire enclosed Booking Sheet.  As you will see from the Booking Sheet, you can 
receive the Joining Instructions for each event either by email or by post.  To 
receive these details by email, simply fill in your email address on the Booking 
Sheet even if you believe I already have a note of it.  If you choose this option, 
not only will I email your Joining Instructions prior to each event, but I will also send 
you an email confirming your booking.  If you prefer this option PLEASE print your 
name clearly and remember to advise me of any change to your email address.  
Should you wish to receive this information by post, PLEASE remember to send me 
TWO SAE for EACH event you wish to attend. 

Janet Murley 

 

 

 

At the AGM, in the context of the financial results for 2012/13, it was observed that 
we had made a surplus of £331 on our coach trips and the question was asked if it 
was ‘policy’ to use the trips for fund raising purposes.  The response from your 
Committee was “absolutely not: we aim to just cover costs”.   The pricing of a trip is 
very straightforward: we divide the quote received from the coach company by 40, 
the historical average number of members who participate.  To this we add the 
garden entry fees at cost, having secured a group discount in most cases.  And 
that’s it: no mark up at all. 

The hire of the coach is the most significant element of the price: for example, the 
cost of the coach for the South Wales trip in May will be £545 or about £13.63 per 
person based on 40 people.  So if the trip proves popular and we have 45 people 
signed up then we do indeed make a surplus of £68.  But it is equally possible, as 
we travel further afield and as journey times become longer, that we only attract 35 
members: in which case we incur a loss of £68.  So the financial outcome of a trip is 
extremely sensitive to the number of participants. 

This year we are changing our coach company in pursuit of better value for money 
and if, at the end of the year, we again show a significant surplus because of high 
take-up, we can consider increasing our anticipated coach load to, say, 45.  But by 
so doing we run the risk of greater losses if the trips don’t appeal! 

So, in summary, your Committee is very alive to the issue and will continue to look 
closely at pricing in order to give members good value for money. 

 

A word or two about coach trips 
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Plant Sales Table 

PS  You may recall that, in response to our questionnaire two years ago, there was 
great enthusiasm for our coach trip programme which is why we have three rather 
than two arranged for this year.  But I know that some members find long trips 
challenging: rest assured that adequate comfort breaks are scheduled into this 
year’s journeys!  

Stuart Senior 

 

 

 

A reminder about our cancellation policy.  There will be no refund of either coach or 
pre-paid entrance fees unless a replacement participant can be found.  The only 
exception will be for "serious" illness if the organiser is notified before the visit.  
Amounts of less than £5 will not be refunded under any circumstances. 

 

 

 

I’d like to thank everyone who has brought plants to be 
sold on the Group’s sales table last year.  For any new 
members who may be unaware, the plant sales table at 
our monthly meetings is stocked entirely with plants 
donated by our members, which may be purchased at a 
reasonable price prior to and following the meeting.  
There are often some real gems and rarities available to 
buy. 

I’d be very grateful if you would 
all consider potting up excess 
plants from your gardens and 
bringing a couple of plants each 

time you come to a Group lecture meeting.  And 
remember that we can now offer "cash back" of 50p for 
each plant sold at over £1 if members include two labels 
with their plant.  The monies raised from this table and 
the second-hand gardening books stall really do help us 
to continue to provide members with great value for 
money for their membership.   

Jane Hunt 

Cancellation Policy 
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The Jerry Webb Memorial Tree 

 

 

 

The Summer 2012 issue of our Newsletter  
contained fond tributes to Jerry Webb and your 
Committee decided that it would be appropriate to 
plant a tree in his memory.  Mike Werkmeister 
responded enthusiastically to the proposal that the 
tree should be planted at East Lambrook Manor 
and after careful consideration it was decided that a 
modern variety of Cercis canadensis, ‘Ruby Falls’, 
would be an appropriate choice. 

‘Ruby Falls’ is one of the results of 12 years of 
breeding by Dr Dennis Werner, head of breeding at 
the North Carolina State University, USA. It shares 
the characteristics of its parents, C. canadensis 
‘Lavender Twist’ and ‘Forest Pansy’.  From ‘Forest Pansy’ (which is probably the 
most popular existing variety – remember the impressive specimen we saw on our 
visit to Mid Lambrook Manor) ‘Ruby Falls’ takes the purple heart shaped leaves and 
from ‘Lavender Twist’ it inherits the pendulous form. 

I planted the bare-root grafted sapling on 6 March 
2013 with Mike in attendance (see above).    The 
picture to the right shows the plant in August 2013 
with its purple leaves and the beginnings of its 
pendulous habit.  The zig-zag nature of the stem, a 
feature on many cercis species, is clearly evident. 
My experience of grafted varieties of C. canadensis 
is that they are initially quite slow growing.  When 
dug up for shipping bare-rooted the tap root of the 
rooting stock is severed and I suspect that for a few 
years the plant focuses on re-establishing a good 
root system.  The vigour of the rooting stock is, of 
course, another consideration.  However, realistic 
expectations are that it will achieve an ultimate 
height of about 4 metres when it should be a most 
impressive weeping specimen.  When you next visit 
East Lambrook (for the Plant Fair in March?) do seek 
it out ….. and remember Jerry. 

Stuart Senior   
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Île-de-France, May 2013 
 

 

A few members of our HPS Somerset Group joined the Somerset Gardens Trust 
coach trip to the Île-de-France last year.  The prime purpose was to visit the Plant 
Fair at Château Courson, ‘Les Journées des Plantes’.  In 1982, L’Association des Parcs 
Botanique de France had their Annual Meeting at Courson and members adopted 
the custom of exchanging plants.  Among them were nurserymen and collectors.  
Three of them suggested that plants should be sold as well as exchanged, and so, in 
the autumn of 1982, a dozen professionals gathered at Courson to offer their plants 
for sale.  A simple notice in Le Monde attracted some 600 visitors: Les Journées des 
Plantes was launched and in 1993 it was awarded the prestigious Veitch Gold 
Memorial Medal by the Royal Horticultural Society. 

 

The garden and parkland at Château de Courson was planted in the nineteenth 
century and it includes many newly introduced species, such as Sequoiadendron 
giganteum and Taxodium distichum.  It was the first of five notable gardens that we 
explored over the ensuing weekend, having first loaded the Berrys coach with 
some choice plants! 

Garden number two at Château Méréville is an eighteenth century parc à 
fabriques, ornamented with various buildings, grottoes, a cenotaph and a column.  
It is in the process of being restored and the chateau itself is up for sale. 
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Our third garden was at Château Vaux-le-Vicomte.  The estate of was purchased 
by Nicolas Fouquet in 1641.  He became King Louis XIV's superintendent of finances 
in 1657 and he commissioned the architect Louis le Vau, the artist Charles le Brun 
and the garden designer André le Nôtre to renovate the chateau and garden to 
match his grand ambition.   Le Nôtre's garden was the dominant structure of the 
great complex, stretching nearly a mile and a half (3 km), with a balanced 
composition of water basins and canals contained in stone curbs, fountains, gravel 
walks, and patterned parterres that remains more coherent than the vast display Le 
Nôtre was to create at Versailles. 

The château was lavish, refined, and dazzling to behold, but these characteristics 
proved tragic for its owner: the king had Fouquet arrested shortly after a famous 
fête that took place on 17 August 1661 where Molière's play 'Les Fâcheux' debuted. 
The celebration had been too impressive and the superintendent's home too 
luxurious. 

After Fouquet was arrested and imprisoned for life, and his wife exiled, Vaux-le-
Vicomte was placed under sequestration. The king seized, confiscated or purchased 
120 tapestries, the statues, and all the orange trees from Vaux-le-Vicomte. He then 
sent the team of artists (Le Vau, Le Nôtre and Le Brun) to design what would be a 
much larger project than Vaux-le-Vicomte, the palace and gardens of Versailles. 

Garden number four was at Château de Fleury-en-Bière, a 16th century chateau, 
which is never open to the public.  It was commissioned by King Henri II’s secretary 
of state, Côme Clausse.  Count Jean de Ganay, who lived at the nearby Château de 
Courances (see below), acquired the château in 1896, and in 1910 Martine de 
Behague brought her eclectic taste and ideas to the design and building of the 
garden.  After the Second World War, the Duchesse de Mouchy, sister-in-law of the 
inspired gardener Charles de Noailles, developed it further.  Their descendant, 
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Valentine de Ganay (who was our guide), began restoration of the garden ten years 
ago. 

Although known as the potager, the garden is far from being simply a vegetable 
garden.  Several garden rooms include a beautiful ruined Persian garden and an 
Orangerie.  A canal flows through it, occasionally disappearing into a paved 
underground channel.  Valentine has worked with great sensitivity to the spirit of 
the place.   

Our final garden was at Château de Courances. It has been acclaimed as "the 
epitome of the French formal garden style in which château and environment form 
a whole".  The garden was originally laid out in the mid-17th century, possibly to 
the designs of Jean le Nôtre, father of André.   By the mid-nineteenth century the 
garden had fallen into decay, but was painstakingly restored to its seventeenth-
century character by Jean de Ganay with the aid of the designer Achille Dûchene. 

The grounds retained an entrance avenue of plane trees (planted in 1782), the 
central allée d'honneur between flanking canals and the grand axial perspective 
centred on the château, with its basins and a grand canal.  Duchêne re-established 
the French garden by recreating it in novel ways, setting long straight canals in 
curbs of stone on either side of the central stretch of lawn, and inventing Baroque 
scrolling designs in clipped box set in panels of gravel. The vista leading south from 
the house is made to narrow in the distance, creating the illusion that it is much 
longer than it actually is.  In 1930 Duchêne and Mme de Ganay also created a 
Japanese garden. The park has undergone further restoration since 1948. 
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Committee  

 

 

Chairman: 
Roy Stickland 
01934 843280 
 
 

Herongates, Horseleaze Lane 
Shipham 
WINSCOMBE 
BS25 1UQ 
herongates@hotmail.com 
 

Secretary: 
Jane Hunt 
01934 732441 
 

Frogs Hole Farm 
Brinscombe, Weare 
AXBRIDGE 
BS26 2LH 
hunt.frogshole1@btinternet.com 
 

Treasurer, Membership 

Secretary & Newsletter Editor: 
Stuart Senior 
01823 442344 
 

Court Barton, Bull Street 
Creech St Michael 
TAUNTON 
TA3 5PW 
stuart_senior@msn.com 
 

Speakers: 
Carol Clements 
01460 57603 
 

Wychwood, Trotts Lane 
Horton 
ILLMINSTER 
TA19 6QX 
tonyandcarol@clements.net 
 

Visits etc: 
Sandra Macqueen 
01934 843363 
 

105 The Lynch 
WINSCOMBE 
BS25 1AR 
sandra@enamelsandra.co.uk 
 

Visits etc: 
Janet Murley 
01884 820840 
 

Marigold Cottage 
Whitnage, Uplowman 
TIVERTON 
EX16 7DT 
janet.murley@btinternet.com 
 

 

 


